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We can truly say that we
are, indeed, better and
stronger together.

Truly Better Together.
When our two health systems came together, we knew we were creating something extraordinary.
As one Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center, we looked forward to bringing new services
to the coastal community. New points of access. New technologies and treatments. We anticipated the
ways in which our two teams would become one, delivering next-level care, advancing clinical research and
extending health equity to all.
A year later, we’re proud to say that our combined organization realized all of those plans. What’s even
more remarkable? We’ve exceeded even our best expectations — and we did that in a year in which the
COVID-19 pandemic tested healthcare workers and hospitals in ways like never before.
Today, our system is newly positioned to thrive in years to come — and to give residents in our communities
a lasting legacy of health and well-being. At Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center's new
Wilmington headquarters, located near our medical campus, plans for developing that legacy are in full swing.
The examples fill this report. We’re engaged in robust physician recruitment and adding providers to rural
areas. We’re addressing financial well-being with a rapid adoption of a new living wage for team members and
an even more generous charity care policy for patients. We’re improving children’s health with new pediatric
subspecialty care through our expanded partnership with UNC Health — and even supporting swim lessons for
kids from underserved neighborhoods. We’re building an even stronger network of physicians for our region —
and building homes for people who otherwise couldn’t afford them.

Carl S. Armato

All along, our conversation as a single, united team has started the way the best conversations do: by listening. To better understand
the culture at New Hanover Regional Medical Center and in the Coastal region, we embarked on a diversity, inclusion and equity
listening tour, engaging more than 1,070 team members and community residents at more than 107 events. The information from the
listening tour will be used to develop a strategic plan for embedding diversity, inclusion and equity throughout our organization.
We’re also crafting a strategic plan for expanding access to affordable and quality healthcare to communities throughout the Coastal region.
We launched designs for the Scotts Hill hospital, and we plan to begin construction on the 66-bed facility in 2022. We also identified two sites
for our planned Michael Jordan Family Health Clinics and are crafting facility designs that will meet the needs of underserved residents.
Our organizations share a common mission: to improve the health and lives of residents in the communities we serve. As we come
together, this purpose is at the center of all that we do, and our shared belief that we can better meet this mission together is a
passionate call to action.
There’s so much to celebrate about the accomplishments of the past year — and the possibilities of tomorrow. We can truly say that
we are, indeed, better and stronger together.
Sincerely,
Carl S. Armato, Novant Health president and CEO
John Gizdic, Novant Health executive vice president and chief development officer
Shelbourn Stevens, Novant Health senior vice president and president of Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center
and the Coastal region
Shelbourn Stevens

Better Together
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‘Thanks for Saving My Life.’
Healing lungs and providing hope with around-the-clock ECMO care.

Paul Hubbard has treated hundreds of patients during
his nine years at Novant Health New Hanover Regional
Medical Center, where he is now the nurse manager of the
cardiovascular intensive care unit (CVICU). The one patient
he’ll never forget is Jamie Calcasola, a COVID-19 patient
who arrived in the middle of the delta surge.
Calcasola was visiting his parents in Carolina Shores when
he came to the ER. He couldn’t breathe. The 34-yearold Texas resident spent the next 77 days in the hospital,
including 30 days in the CVICU on life support.
His survival is an example of the hallmark care that New
Hanover Regional Medical Center is known for. The large
community hospital provides expert care and resources
to an expansive geographic area, with experienced team
members who go the extra mile to provide a remarkable
patient experience.
Most people who have COVID get better within a couple
of weeks, but for a small percentage of individuals like
Calcasola, COVID destroys their lungs, making them useless
and causing them to become fibrotic — or very stiff. It was
physically impossible for him to get air into his lungs.
His health continued to deteriorate very quickly, and it
became obvious that ECMO was his best hope for survival.
ECMO officially stands for extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation and is a heart-lung bypass machine that allows
lungs to rest so they can heal.
Not all hospitals have these advanced life support
machines, which require trained operators who monitor

the patient 24/7. These machines also require a
coordinated team — cardiothoracic surgeons, ECMO
ICU nurses, perfusionists and respiratory therapists.
While Calcasola was on ECMO, Hubbard estimated he
easily had 50 different CVICU caregivers.
The surge also tested New Hanover Regional Medical
Center’s limits. As part of Novant Health, New Hanover
Regional Medical Center was able to get scarce
supplies when needed, as Novant Health provided
extra respirators and ventilators. Hubbard also noted
that before the surge, hospital administrators were
rounding and asked if the team needed anything. Better
computers were mentioned. Much to the surprise of the ICU
team, new computers arrived a couple of weeks later.
Calcasola will be the first to tell you how indebted he is to
everyone on his care team. “I thank them for saving my life,”
he said. “The nurses are unbelievably good people. They
are hard workers and their bedside manner was amazing.”
One day after physical therapy, Calcasola swung by the
CVICU to thank those who had cared for him. He was
greeted with applause and smiling eyes. “It still brings tears
to my eyes for what they did for me,” he said.
This visit also brought tears to the eyes of his care team.
“Not all COVID cases have happy endings,” said Hubbard.
“We don’t usually get to see them when they’re better. It
was a huge reward for our nurses to see him.”

Jamie Calcasola with his family

“I thank them
for saving my life.
The nurses are unbelievably
good people. They are hard
workers and their bedside
manner was amazing.”
— Jamie Calcasola,
COVID-19 patient

Calcasola’s visit was the welcome reminder that our team's
dedication and commitment can change lives forever.

Driving Quality of Care
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Unsurpassed Excellence.
Our front line established next-level standards for quality of care while
fighting a historic global pandemic in our communities.
Day in and day out, our front-line workers at Novant
Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center did
what they had to do in a race against the pandemic
of our lifetime. Throughout it all — from surging
patient numbers to addressing the ever-changing and
ever-challenging medical conditions of our COVID-19
patients — our team members set the standard for
expert, compassionate care.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Novant
Health and New Hanover Regional Medical Center
came together to support our patients, communities
and fellow team members in a way that can only be
described as remarkable.
“Our physicians, nurses, advanced care clinicians and
more led our communities through the most trying
days of the COVID-19 pandemic and continue to lead
with resilience, determination and dedication,” said
Shelbourn Stevens, Novant Health senior vice president
and president of Novant Health New Hanover Regional
Medical Center and the Coastal region.

It meant tapping creativity. Navigating through the
pandemic meant taking on the challenge with creative
initiatives. “From the start of the pandemic, front-line
staff have brought the great ideas and innovations that
have helped us get through the pandemic,” said West
Paul, MD, senior vice president and chief clinical officer.
Among the most inspired moves: The choice to bring a
shut-down movie theater back to life as a vaccination
clinic, where grateful patients received their shots. The
innovation made national headlines in January 2021
after being featured on Fox News. After all the work to
set up a site, team members continued their care in the
form of calming anxious patients, providing education
and encouraging the hesitant to get vaccinated.

“Everyone — from logistics to our supply chains,
from pharmacy to employee health, and more —
demonstrated compassion and heroic actions that
made, and continue to make, a lasting impact on our
community,” Stevens said.
Taking on the challenge of the pandemic involved
representation from different fields and leadership roles,
employing varying strategies.
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Learning From Each Other.

The vaccination team also established vaccination sites at
a pool, community gathering sites and more. “A lot of our
front-line managers and directors were integral in starting
our vaccine clinics and thought outside of the box,” said
Dr. Paul. “It has been remarkable.”
It meant no rest. Our vaccination teams were very
hopeful they would be able to stand down operations in
summer 2021 as more Americans received the lifesaving
vaccine. That lull never happened. Instead, cases
resurged in June due to the delta variant. That meant
being ready to provide beds and treatment to COVID-19
patients needing immediate care.
And it meant partnership. Creating a stronger team that
serves the Coastal region benefited our sickest patients
as New Hanover Regional Medical Center and Novant
Health Brunswick Medical Center shared resources
and equipment and worked together to drive quality

care. During the surge in cases, New Hanover Regional
Medical Center sent monitors to Brunswick Medical
Center, which also transferred some of its most critical
patients to New Hanover Regional Medical Center.
“Previously, when Brunswick needed additional support,
they would have to seek resources from about four hours
away,” said Laurie Whalin, president and chief operating
officer of Brunswick Medical Center, who served as vice
president of clinical services at New Hanover Regional
Medical Center until May 2021. “Now we’ve got a central
hub here with New Hanover, so we can share resources
among ourselves, which is a huge benefit.”
During the pandemic, our partnership became an integral
part of delivering on the mission, vision and promise to
communities, and integral to connecting our patients with
the compassionate care they need and deserve.

The partnership allows team members from Novant
Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center and
across Novant Health to collaborate and discuss care
pathways and best practices related to the pandemic.
These best practices include aligning strategies on
acute care, administering vaccine third doses and
pediatric vaccine planning, according to Laurie Whalin,
president and chief operating officer of Novant Health
Brunswick Medical Center.
She said incorporating the Novant Health approach in
analyzing data during the pandemic has been useful in
planning ahead. “We were able to implement some great
data analysis early on before the partnership, but what
Novant Health brought to the table is some predictive
modeling that helps us to see when peaks are likely to
occur, which helps us plan and prepare for surges.”
All this means better patient care and better preparation
for other healthcare challenges.
“When it comes to infection prevention, we have seen
best practices on both sides,” said Shelbourn Stevens,
senior vice president of Novant Health and president of
Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center
and Coastal region. “Novant Health and New Hanover
have been learning from each other.”

Driving Quality of Care
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Accessing Needed Supplies.
The partnership helped ensure that front-line team
members would continue to have the personal
protective equipment they’d need to care for our
patients during the COVID-19 crisis. By sharing resources
and supplies, we helped set our team members’ minds at
ease so focus could remain on care.
“Just knowing that after Feb. 1, we had access to that
supply chain brought some reassurance,” said Shelbourn
Stevens, senior vice president of Novant Health and
president of Novant Health New Hanover Regional
Medical Center and Coastal region. “As we got into the
delta surge, I was able to remind the team that there
was no need to panic if supplies appeared to grow
low because we would be able to request additional
supplies from the facility in Kannapolis if necessary.”
Our supply chain team continues to work diligently
to ensure all team members have access to the
supplies they need to care for our patients during the
COVID-19 crisis.
Patients benefit as well. When New Hanover Regional
Medical Center needed additional critical care ventilators
during the delta variant surge, a Novant Health facility sent
a supply of this vital equipment to Wilmington.
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“A lot of our front-line
managers and directors
have self-started vaccine
clinics and thought
outside of the box.
It has been remarkable.”
— West Paul, MD, PhD,
senior vice president and
chief clinical officer

Improving
Access to
Care
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Protecting Our Coastal Community With Lifesaving Vaccines.
Together, Novant Health and NHRMC worked to get vaccine shots in as many arms as possible.

A theater. At the bedsides in
people’s homes. A popular
neighborhood pool.
A community center.
Our vaccine teams turned these places and many others
into venues for delivering the lifesaving COVID-19 vaccine.
In response to the pandemic, Novant Health and New
Hanover Regional Medical Center worked together to
vaccinate community members, placing a high priority on
bringing vaccinations locally to those with limited access
to care. Our partnership built on this existing momentum
by accelerating our activities around care disparities to
ensure no one was left behind with the vaccine rollout.
By August 2021, the New Hanover Regional Medical
Center vaccination team reached a key milestone: We
delivered our 100,000th dose of a COVID-19 vaccine at
the clinic on the main campus.
"There was such a commitment," said Claire Corbett,
director of performance excellence at Novant Health
New Hanover Regional Medical Center. Corbett, with
the help of Mike Melroy, system director of pharmacy,
and Jerry Burleson, director of employee health and
clinic, led the vaccine team made up of hundreds of

clinicians, team members and volunteers, as well as key
stakeholders from logistics, outpatient clinics, marketing
and other departments.
"We looked for people who could think outside the box, who
could help be innovative, who had the mindset of not if, but
how," Corbett said. "We found a way to make it happen,
and we never really wavered from that commitment."
Reaching as far and wide as possible with the vaccine
is a reflection of the partnership’s overall commitment
to health equity. Team members took an in-depth look
at all the factors that might keep people from getting
the vaccine — from having no technology to make
appointments, to working all day and not having time to
make an appointment, to transportation problems. From
there, they leveraged existing partnerships throughout the
community to eliminate as many barriers as they could.
When team members hosted a pop-up vaccine clinic
for members of the LGBTQ+ community in Wilmington,
they realized something else: The overall effect of these
vaccine outreach efforts was making people feel more
comfortable seeking care in our Coastal region.
"We had a gut feeling there was a need in the
community," said Amber Woodard, RN, performance
excellence program manager and one of the clinic
organizers. "So many came out and got vaccinated in
a space that was affirming and comfortable for them,
which is not something members of the LGBTQ+
community have historically experienced. It was very
moving for me.”
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Simply put: “It showed our commitment that this vaccine
was a vaccine for all,” said Melroy. "We look for avenues
where we can reach as many people as possible, really
recognizing our efforts around diversity and inclusion.
That was really a big part of our discussions and
planning and strategy around it."
There's work that remains as the partnership relentlessly
pursues keeping our communities safe from COVID-19.
"We want the whole community vaccinated,” Burleson
said. “We're on our way. But it's not something that we're
going to stop doing. We're going to achieve and want to
do more and more and more."

Running for Swimclusion.
Encouraging African American children to learn
how to swim meets important safety needs in our
coastal community.
Providing swimming lessons for children is great for many reasons, including the all
important factor of boosting their safety in and around water. That’s a critical skill, since
drowning is the second leading cause of accidental death in children under 14, and African
American children are five-and-a-half times more likely to drown than white children.
“There’s a massive disparity in swim ability across our county, as well as in Wilmington,”
said Philip Brown, MD, chief community impact officer. “We aim to change that.”
A major step toward this: The inaugural NSEA Swim Sprint for Swimclusion 5K and fun
run, sponsored by Novant Health. The run started and finished at Earl Jackson Pool,
where NSEA Swim (Northside Elite Aquatics) hosts its free community swim lessons.
Participants ran through Wilmington’s Northside neighborhood, a historically African
American community, and raised more than $20,000 to help fund swim lessons. Our
vaccination team also sponsored a community COVID-19 vaccination event on-site in
conjunction with the race.

“There’s a massive disparity in swim ability
across our county, as well as in Wilmington.
We aim to change that.”
— Philip Brown, MD,
chief community impact officer

Held in April 2021, the event matched NSEA Swim’s mission of promoting water safety
and increasing diversity in the sport of swimming. It turns out the run didn’t only benefit
children. Parents of youngsters receiving lessons also became interested in learning how
to swim, Dr. Brown said. And Tanya Blackmon, Novant Health executive vice president and
chief diversity, inclusion and equity officer, believes in NSEA Swim’s mission so much that
she decided to face her fear of water and take swimming lessons with the organization.
Swimclusion also meets a goal in the partnership to address health and wellness
priorities in the communities of southeastern North Carolina.
“As a coastal community, it is extremely important for all our residents to know how to
be safe in the water,” Dr. Brown said. “By sponsoring this event, Novant Health is showing
its commitment to meeting the unique needs of our local community and addressing
disparities that exist and too often result in tragic outcomes.”

Improving Access ❘
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Tia Reaves and family
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Helping to Make Her House a Home.
Our commitment to providing household stability in the communities we serve continues under our partnership.
For Tia Reaves, who works in environmental services
at Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical
Center, the thrill of coming home to the house she
helped build in 2021 never gets old.
“What I love about my house is just a feeling I get
once I get off work,” said Reaves, who built her
home through Cape Fear Habitat for Humanity,
which partners with local families to build, and then
purchase, affordable homes. She pursued this
opportunity after learning about it through a housing
fair at New Hanover Regional Medical Center that
included the hospital’s longtime community partners,
including Cape Fear Habitat.
Her home’s exterior — gray vinyl, burgundy shutters,

a porch and green lawn — is perfect for seasonal
decorating. “I go home, and I’m like, ‘Wow, this is my
house!’ I remember when there was nothing on the
inside when we were first building. It didn’t look as
big as it does now that it’s up. It’s big and spacious.”
When we connect people with the social, economic
and environmental support they need to lead healthier
lives, we know this to be true: Stable housing and
good health outcomes go hand in hand. That’s why
it’s important for us to recognize that well-being starts
at home. Through our partnership, we are steadfast in
our commitment to addressing social determinants of
health, like housing, in the Coastal region.

“I go home, and I’m like,
‘Wow, this is my house!’
I remember when there was nothing
on the inside when we were first
building. It didn’t look as big as it does
now that it’s up. It’s big and spacious.”
— Tia Reaves,
environmental services

Reaves knew this housing opportunity would open
a new door for her family — her son, Justice, 2, and
daughter, Amiyrah, who is 9. It meant having the very
first place of her own, after apartment living. And —
the best part, as far as her children were concerned
— it meant outside playtime, which they didn’t have
before. Their home includes a huge backyard and
sits on a cul-de-sac, where Amiyrah can roll on her
wheels of choice — her skates one day, her scooter or
hoverboard the next.
We know that a safe, stable living environment can
have an enormous impact on our health. As we
continue our partnership, connecting our people and
our patients to important health and social resources
will remain a top priority.

Improving Access ❘
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Putting Healthcare Within
Everyone’s Reach.
Providing financial assistance as a pathway to
health equity for all.
Quality, remarkable care. It should belong to everyone.
From the newborn baby getting a first health screening
to the grandparent preparing for knee surgery, every
person deserves the chance to be healthy.
However, for many, achieving or maintaining good
health can be difficult due to various social and
economic factors. That’s why it’s important to
continue to work toward health equity for all.
A robust financial assistance program is one tool that
can be used to help make healthcare more attainable.
Since the partnership, Novant Health New Hanover
Regional Medical Center adopted Novant Health’s
financial assistance policy, increasing qualification for
a 100% write-off from 200% to 300% of the federal
poverty level.
More people now have access to the healthcare they
need, and they don’t have to worry about getting
a bill for it, said Stephen Hovan, vice president
of revenue cycle at Novant Health New Hanover
Regional Medical Center.
Novant Health affiliates provide financial assistance
for qualified low-income patients, who often receive

Increased qualification
for a 100% write-off to

300%
of the federal
poverty level

care at no charge. To be eligible for assistance at
New Hanover Regional Medical Center with the newly
adopted policy, a patient must be uninsured, unable to
access entitlement programs like Medicaid and have
an annual family income less than or equal to 300% of
the federal poverty guidelines for the current year.
With these changes, more people can get the care
they need because they are eligible for financial
assistance and are no longer required to pay a
portion of their charges.
“Adopting the new policy has opened up financial
assistance to more individuals and allows us to
qualify a larger portion of those who are self-pay and
don’t have insurance,” Hovan said.

“Adopting the new policy has
opened up financial assistance to
more individuals and allows us to
qualify a larger portion of those
who are self-pay and don’t
have insurance.”
— Stephen Hovan, vice president of
revenue cycle at Novant Health New
Hanover Regional Medical Center

Promoting Health Equity
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Michael Jordan Donates Big for Coastal Clinics.
Longtime partners Michael Jordan and Novant Health team up again to boost health access for all.
For decades, Michael Jordan has given his hometown,
Wilmington, North Carolina, plenty to cheer about, but his
recent $10 million donation to open two medical clinics in
Wilmington through a partnership with Novant Health has
sparked new excitement and expectation.
Novant Health and Jordan announced the donation in February
2021. In the Novant Health and New Hanover Regional Medical
Center partnership, one of our top priorities is to improve health
outcomes in southeastern North Carolina and provide access
to affordable care for all. Jordan’s generous gift will enable us to
have an impact directly and more quickly.
Jordan, who grew up in Wilmington and graduated from
Laney High School, said he is proud to partner with Novant
Health to help bring better access to critical medical services
in his hometown. “Everyone should have access to quality
healthcare, no matter where they live, or whether or not they
have insurance,” Jordan said in a press release. “Wilmington
holds a special place in my heart, and it’s truly gratifying to
be able to give back to the community that supported me
throughout my life.”
Jordan has previously partnered with Novant Health to open
two Novant Health Michael Jordan Family Medical Clinics
in Charlotte, North Carolina. These clinics have brought
comprehensive primary care, including behavioral health
and social support services, to vulnerable communities. With
Jordan’s donation, we will bring this same integrated care
model to New Hanover County and offer vital services to those
who are uninsured or underinsured.
Philip Brown, MD, at one of the clinic sites
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“These clinics will be in
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truly gratifying to be
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able to give back

care, dental services and mental

to the community

health resources.”

that supported me
throughout my life.”

— Philip Brown, MD,
chief community impact officer

— Michael Jordan

“These clinics will be in communities
profoundly affected by historical patterns of
inadequate access to primary care, dental
services and mental health resources. Not only
will the clinics provide care close to home,
they also will bring opportunties to train local
community members in various healthcare
careers that expand professional horizons
and open economic opportunities at levels
previously not available to them,” said Philip
Brown, MD, chief community impact officer for
Novant Health. “It’s more than the opportunity
to see a primary care physician; it’s the
opportunity to be a primary care physician
who creates long overdue upward mobility for
people in these historically underserved communities. The
transformative potential for community health improvement

and healthcare workforce development is unlimited.”
We worked with Cape Fear Collective, a Wilmingtonbased nonprofit, to identify locations of greatest need
in New Hanover County. We then held community
forums to listen, gather input about services and refine
ideal locations. Based on community feedback and an
extensive search using a comprehensive list of criteria,
including factors such as accessibility and limited
availability of primary care, proximity to community
agencies, and rates of uninsured and emergency room
utilization, two locations were selected.
One clinic will be built in Wilmington’s southside at 1410
S. 15th St. on land donated by New Hanover County. A
second clinic will be located at 3009 Princess Place
Drive in East Wilmington.
The first of these new clinics is slated to open in 2023.

Promoting Health Equity
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Supporting
Staff

Mindy Diana

Investing in Team Members.
Our team members’ financial viability matters to us.
Mindy Diana was a stay-at-home mom enjoying her
time with family. But after a team member at New
Hanover Regional Medical Center encouraged her to
apply for an open position at the hospital, Diana soon
found herself in a new job she enjoys.
Diana joined the New Hanover Regional Medical Center
team in December 2020 as a support associate and
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currently serves at the information desk in the Betty H.
Cameron Women’s & Children’s Hospital. “Working in
this position is extraordinarily rewarding because we get
to be there when the patients come in to deliver, and
we get to see them go home with their bundle of joy —
sometimes two and three bundles of joy. I really enjoy
assisting the family members.”

By the Numbers
"The cost of living is changing
daily, and I think bringing
everyone up to a minimum $15
an hour wage is tremendous on
a lot of levels for a lot of people
who are on a very structured
and strict budget.”
— Mindy Diana

She has enjoyed her job and appreciates steps Novant
Health has taken to help Novant Health New Hanover
Regional Medical Center team members feel welcome
amid the transition. One key step in that direction:
Increasing the minimum wage at New Hanover
Regional Medical Center.
“From the day I got the call from HR, right up to today,
it’s been nothing but a positive experience at New
Hanover Regional Medical Center,” said Diana. “And
from the raises from Novant Health bringing everyone
up to a certain pay scale, to the gifts that they mailed
to us welcoming us — I’ve had nothing but a wonderful
experience during the transition period.”
Extending Novant Health’s $15 per hour healthy
community wage to all eligible New Hanover Regional
Medical Center team members became effective in
February. Implementing this wage increase has been
a priority for our transition teams since our partnership
began Feb. 1.

The healthy community wage increase aligns team
members’ pay rates with the cost of living, while
ensuring they have the resources they need to live
and thrive in the communities we serve.
“The cost of living is changing daily, and I think
bringing everyone up to a minimum $15 an hour wage
is tremendous on a lot of levels for a lot of people who
are on a very structured and strict budget,” said Diana.
“I’ve heard nothing but positive talk about it. It was
unexpected, and it’s going to help people out a lot.”
Other initiatives rolled out since the partnership to
support our team members include:
• A 3% base salary adjustment for New Hanover
Regional Medical Center team members through
manager level. Team members at the maximum
of the compensation range received a one-time
3% bonus.
• Salary adjustments for select clinical positions to
better align with Novant Health pay scales.
• A 2% pay statement for team members below
manager level at New Hanover Regional Medical
Center.
The new minimum wage, 3% increase and bonuses
apply to all eligible New Hanover Regional Medical
Center team members, NHRMC Physician Group,
Novant Health Pender Medical Center, Novant Health
New Hanover EMS and Novant Health Home Care.
Novant Health has invested more than $36 million
in base salary increases, bonuses, and incentives
for New Hanover Regional Medical Center team
members. Financial viability is a key factor in health
and wellness. That’s why we’re committed to investing
in upward mobility initiatives that support the wellbeing of our team members.

$15 per hour
healthy community wage to all
eligible New Hanover Regional
Medical Center team members

3% base salary adjustment

for New Hanover Regional
Medical Center team members
through manager level

3%

One-time
bonus
to team members at the
maximum compensation range

2% pay statement

for team members
below manager level at
New Hanover Regional Medical Center

$36

More than
million
invested in base salary increases,
bonuses and incentives for
New Hanover Regional Medical
Center team members
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Making Two Medical Groups One.
A seamless transition with a bright future.
When New Hanover Regional Medical Center and
Novant Health combined their two medical groups into
a single entity, the success of this complex transition
could be measured in what New Hanover patients
noticed — nothing.
That’s because through meticulous, behind-the-scenes
work, the two medical groups melded operations so
seamlessly that for coastal patients and their families, all
they saw on day one was the same expert care with the
same longtime providers.

said. “We’re seeing 1,000 new patients a month at Cape
Fear Heart. Novant Health can help us grow (facilities) and
that’s really, really exciting for us.”
While the merging of the groups didn’t cause any
patient disruption, early benefits are already visible to the
people these physician clinics serve. “Our charity policy
expanded overnight, from covering patients at two times
the federal poverty level to three times the poverty level,”

said Joseph Pino, MD, senior vice president for medical
education at Novant Health.
The combined medical group is adding locations for
specialties at the coast and has already added new
pediatric subspecialties. The group also has stepped up
recruiting physicians and advanced practice providers
to keep up with the region’s population growth,
Goodwin said.

“I’ll repeat what multiple physicians said to me — ‘I
didn’t even know we transitioned as of June 1,’” said
Dan Goodwin, vice president of the Novant Health
Medical Group for the Coastal region. “That’s the highest
compliment.”
Which is not to say that combining the two groups
wasn’t an enormous undertaking. “In order to put
physician groups together, it’s normally going to be a
multiyear process,” Goodwin said. “The first pieces are
getting New Hanover Regional Medical Center groups
transitioned and onboarded with Novant Health. It’s
changing tax IDs, signing new employment agreements
with doctors, benefits conversions, creating new supply
chain processes, getting physicians new credentials with
payors — and we did all that in a four-month time frame.”
At Cape Fear Heart Associates, “our day-to-day operations
didn’t change,” said cardiologist Frederick Meine III, MD.
But over time, the opportunities for current and future
cardiology patients will be significantly improved. “We have
the opportunity to really grow our infrastructure,” Dr. Meine
Frederick Meine III, MD, at Cape Fear Heart
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“We have the opportunity
to really grow our
infrastructure. We’re seeing
1,000 new patients a
month at Cape Fear Heart.

Training the
Next Generation.
UNC med school partnership brings
more care to those who need it most.

Natalie Cuevas

Novant Health can help us
grow [facilities] and that’s
really, really exciting for us.”
— Frederick Meine III, MD

Dr. Meine said for the burgeoning retiree
population in the Wilmington area, the
expanded cardiac care the partnership
brings is a huge plus. “Now we have
the opportunity here to do world-class
cardiac care,” he said. “We are working
toward being a national cardiac center,
and the support from Novant Health is
going to allow us to do that.”
Dr. Pino said that the combined medical
groups will offer the community greater
access to care, especially in traditionally
underserved areas. Meanwhile, for
patients, he said: “The faces and the
care they receive haven’t changed at all.
I think that provides great reassurance.”

Medical student Natalie Cuevas knows how important it is to
connect with her patients. Practicing medicine isn’t just about
diagnosing puzzling conditions or treating painful injuries. That’s
part of the job; the other is getting to know the individual, like
getting the updates on the patient’s pet or the grandchildren.
“That’s what makes me excited to go to work every day — to
get to know patients and their families,” she said. “It’s really
important to expand beyond their illness and see how it affects
their lifestyle. People are more than just patients with illnesses —
they’re entire human beings.”
Cuevas finished her first year of medical school at the UNC
School of Medicine’s Wilmington campus in 2021. As a student
in the UNC School of Medicine’s Fully Integrated Readiness for
Service Training (FIRST) program, she’ll be starting her career
working as a rural physician practicing in sparsely populated
areas where they often serve lower-income eastern North
Carolina residents.
The program trains students to serve in rural or underserved
areas of North Carolina. It’s one answer to the state’s physician
shortage in rural areas.
Starting in 2022, UNC School of Medicine will expand and set up a
campus at Novant Health Presbyterian Medical Center in Charlotte.
“If we are successful in training young doctors to practice
in rural North Carolina, it really improves access to the
community and region,” said Joe Pino, MD, senior vice
president for medical education.

Before the UNC School of Medicine opened its Wilmington campus
in 2016, generations of UNC medical students completed their
clinical rotations at New Hanover Regional Medical Center, each
spending about four weeks at the hospital. The new campus
opening allowed students to train in Wilmington for the full year.
Currently, 16 third-year and 10 fourth-year medical students are
training at New Hanover Regional Medical Center. By 2026, the
branch campus aims to have 30 third-year and “nearly the same”
fourth-year students training at the hospital, Dr. Pino said.
“We are fortunate, as a benefit of the Novant Health, UNC School of
Medicine and New Hanover Regional Medical Center partnership,
to see our Wilmington campus grow,” Dr. Pino said. “With it, we
have the capacity to grow programs like the FIRST program and
Kenan Rural Scholars — students with the desire to populate
southeastern North Carolina with great physicians. We are excited
to have this opportunity to serve the region.”

Burgaw to Be Rural Training Site, Thanks to Grant.
New Hanover Regional Medical Center is getting ready to
train rural family medicine residents at the Black River Health
Services clinic in Burgaw, thanks to a $500,000 grant from
the Department of Health and Human Services. Developing
the clinic as a training site will allow us to recruit two residents
to start in June 2024. By 2026, the clinic will be the primary
training site for six additional residents.

Supporting Staff
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Growing
Scope of
Care
4

Every
minutes
someone dies of a stroke.
New Hanover Regional
Medical Center receives

150

over
stroke
patient transfers a year.
Using this technology has
reduced the 60-minute
wait time to get test

10

results to under
minutes in most cases.
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Leigh Anne Pasco, RN, with Vinodh Doss, DO, right

How We’re Using Cloud Coverage and Phones to Save Lives.
Margie “Kay” Pope knew the “weird feeling” keeping her

No longer do laptops need to be powered up, or numerous

from sleeping wasn’t normal. Unbeknownst to her, she was

phone calls made between providers that could cause delays.

having a stroke, and luckily for her, the care team at Novant

Viz.ai also provides seamless communication among the ER,

Health Brunswick Medical Center would quickly get her

the neurological team and the air transport team by giving

to where she needed to be: Novant Health New Hanover

them access to the information they need in real time.

Regional Medical Center.

Pope was promptly transferred to New Hanover Regional Medical

In Pope’s case, the ER team ran a series of tests and quickly

Center in Wilmington via helicopter, where Vinodh T. Doss, DO,

found a blocked artery causing her stroke. The prompt

an interventional neurologist, performed surgery. Thanks to great

diagnosis came by using Viz.ai, a software platform that

technology and an experienced team, Pope did not become a

uses artificial intelligence to detect strokes much faster.

statistic: Every 4 minutes, someone dies of a stroke.

Implementing this technology has reduced the 60-minute wait
time to get test results to under 10 minutes in most cases.

New Hanover Regional Medical Center receives over 150
stroke patient transfers a year. “When you come through our

It is a game-changer in stroke care. A typical scenario would

doors in Wilmington, you're going to be triaged and treated

find a patient arriving at the ER and receiving a CT scan.

very quickly. We have some of the best treatment times in the

Those images, through the Viz.ai app, are sent immediately to

country,” Dr. Doss said.

the “cloud” to be read by artificial intelligence for suspected
blockages or hemorrhage and sent instantly to every
provider’s phone.

Margie “Kay” Pope

This technology is especially beneficial for rural patients who,
historically, have not had quick access to stroke care. “This is
about leveraging technology,” Dr. Doss said. “By using this, we
can extend ourselves out into the rural communities. People
have immediate access to neurovascular expertise, right at
the push of a button. We’re reducing transfer times, which is a
major goal right now as the comprehensive stroke center for
the entire region.”
Before the partnership between Novant Health and New
Hanover Regional Medical Center, Viz.ai was limited to where
the technology was licensed — with Novant Health and its
partners. Now this lifesaving technology is available to patients

“By using this, we can
extend ourselves out into the
rural communities. People
have immediate access to
neurovascular expertise, right
at the push of a button.”

at other hospitals, like Columbus Regional, Onslow Memorial

Stroke team

Hospital and Cape Fear Valley Medical Center, that send patients
to New Hanover Regional Medical Center.

— Vinodh T. Doss, DO
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Q&A With West Paul, MD, PhD.
Joseph “West” Paul, MD, PhD, is senior vice president and chief clinical officer with
Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center. We spoke to him about the
successes the partnership has seen already — and what he’s most excited about
for the future.
Answers have been edited for length and clarity.
Q: How does this partnership grow the scope of care New
Hanover is offering and how will it grow the level of care?
A: First, we have been able to tap into the broad and deep

administered for best practice. We had some of that, but
we drew on Novant Health’s bigger body of knowledge to
enhance our ability to serve patients.

expertise that Novant Health’s providers offer patients, as

Q: In what ways has the partnership expanded services?

well as incorporate Novant Health’s industry leading best

A: The collaboration will bring more specialists here.
Pediatric cardiology is already in the works now. That
will be a huge game changer for the Women’s and
Children’s Hospital.

practices into the way we deliver care to patients. One of
our earlier wins is our Viz.ai system for detecting strokes.
With Viz.ai we can detect strokes much faster. Also, we
have expanded analytic capacity. We had the rudiments of
able to get data quickly out of the electronic health record.

Q: What role will the Novant Health institutes play in
the combined organization? Why are they important
for patients?

We’re also thinking broader about how to best serve
patients in the region. Now that we’ve joined forces
with Novant Health Brunswick Medical Center, we are
integrating and expanding our services in a manner that
will allow us to provide patients with a higher level of
care in a more cost-effective manner.

A: Institutes align best practices across the continuum
of care. It’s not just the best practice in the hospital or in
the outpatient world. Think of institutes as patient-centric
organizations that care for patients across the entire
continuum of care for the entire journey or experience
through the system.

Q: What’s an example of how patients have benefited
from the exchange of best practices between Novant
Health and New Hanover?

Q: How will the partnership affect clinical research?

this, but (Novant Health) had a much greater ability of being

A: We’re sharing chemotherapy order sets with Novant
Health. There are all sorts of ways to deliver chemo to
patients — different recipes for chemo and how they are

A: We are expanding clinical research, and a lot of that
is with UNC as part of the partnership. We had a fair
amount of clinical research with regard to our residency
education program. We will begin to expand those
programs significantly.
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“We have a common culture.
We knew it from day one when
we started integrating a lot of our
leadership and talking about what
our goals and vision were.
They were the same.”
— Joseph “West” Paul, MD, PhD,
senior vice president and
chief clinical officer

Q: For a patient in the Wilmington area, why will this matter?
A: Patients will have access to clinical protocols, which are really
leading-edge on the research forefront right here, and they won’t
have to travel.
Q: What are some other successes you’ve seen already?
A: Safety and quality. The quality institute Novant Health already
had in place dovetailed well with the journey we started here over
the last 2½ years. They were already at that next step. But we did
not have the manpower, the analytics and all of those tools to really
implement what we knew we needed, so that’s a big win.
They have a program called “First Do No Harm” that we started
around safety that codifies a lot of the behaviors we were moving
to. They had a lot of out-of-the-box things we were developing inhouse that we can now just adopt, and that will speed our journey
to being an incredibly safe organization.
Q: Any staffing successes you would like to celebrate?
A: Obviously the living wage of $15 an hour was a big win. We
planned to do it at New Hanover but were able to move much more
quickly with Novant Health.
Q: How will the partnership benefit behavioral health services?
A: We will be expanding from our inpatient role to an outpatient
role. Even though you need inpatient care at times, most of the care
should be given in the outpatient setting, and we know there are
gaps. To get the needed providers in the community, Novant Health
will help, doing what has been successful in other communities.
Ideally, if we do this right, we will show a dramatic decrease in our
behavioral health patients in the emergency department because we
will be handling them well in the outpatient world. They won’t need
to come to our inpatient units for acute crises.
Q: What makes you optimistic about this partnership?
A: We have a common culture. We knew it from day one when we
started integrating a lot of our leadership and talking about what
our goals and vision were. They were the same.
West Paul, MD, PhD
Growing Scope of Care ❘
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Partnering
With
Physicians

Cape Fear Heart team
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Rolling Out New Programs — Starting With Safety.
Our physician-administrator partnerships are leading by example.
Safety is the foundation for everything that we do in healthcare. It’s
truly a hallmark of the Novant Health culture.
Another Novant Health strength has been our dyad leadership, where
a physician partners with an administrator to provide the best possible
services in their specialty area. It allows us to cultivate and enhance
strategic partnerships with physicians and others across the entire
southeastern region. At Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical
Center, physician leaders have successfully been integrated into the
institutes and medical group across the Coastal region, where they will
contribute to many areas of the organization’s decision-making roles.
Their first collaboration: Rolling out the First Do No Harm safety
program. Nothing protects the patient more than our safety policies,
which include practice with a questioning attitude, communicate
clearly and support each other.
“This partnership allows our physicians to lead by example,” said
Shelbourn Stevens, senior vice president of Novant Health and
president of Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center
and the Coastal region. “We are building a culture where it’s OK to
practice with a questioning attitude. It’s important that everyone on
the team feels comfortable asking the hard question or flagging a
mistake that could lead to patient harm.”
Focusing on safety is just one aspect of this new partnership. These
physician-administrator teams will also drive the system’s high
performance in other areas. Physicians contribute valuable insights
and guidance on both business and clinical issues affecting our
ability to serve the region. They will offer strategic planning, business
development and growth strategies that will help us provide the best
and most cost-effective care to patients.

For each institute, this partnership ensures there is a strong
clinical focus on patients, along with strong business experience
and education. This is also reflected in each clinic, as our clinic
administrators partner with lead clinicians. Combining the two allows
us to make the best decisions for the patient, the clinical team and
the organization.
We want our physician leaders to be key stakeholders and more
involved in every aspect of our success, and we wouldn’t be where
we are today without their guidance, insight and dedication.

“We are building a culture where it’s OK
to practice with a questioning attitude.
It’s important that everyone on the
team feels comfortable asking the hard
question or flagging a mistake that could
lead to patient harm.”
— Shelbourn Stevens, senior vice president
of Novant Health and president of Novant
Health New Hanover Regional Medical
Center and the Coastal region

Partnering With Physicians ❘
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Building a Fuller
Experience for Patients.

Partnering
With
Physicians

We’re utilizing our resources as
an integrated Coastal team to
enhance care.
A seriously ill patient needed a procedure immediately,
but the operating rooms were already booked with urgent
surgeries. Team members at New Hanover Regional Medical
Center knew what to do. They reached out to their partners
at Novant Health Brunswick Medical Center — and confirmed
that the surgery could be done more quickly at Brunswick.
Taking this initiative reflects our partnership’s commitment
to providing unparalleled patient care, when and where
people need it. This plan of action also highlights the full
potential of our partnership: Providing enhanced patient
care in the Coastal region, where residents benefit by
having more options here than ever before.
“We’re having that dialogue and thinking as an integrated
Coastal team to meet patient demand and make the most
of all our resources,” said Shelbourn Stevens, senior vice
president of Novant Health and president of Novant Health
New Hanover Regional Medical Center and the Coastal
region. “Through our partnership, we can make a significant
impact toward enhancing and expanding the health of
southeastern North Carolina and beyond.”
As a result of the partnership, these best practices and
courses of action are already happening:
• In special cases, a few select patients arriving at New
Hanover Regional Medical Center with urgent needs, such
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as gallbladder removal, might have had to wait until the
next day due to the full slate of scheduled procedures.
Instead, they were back in their home that evening,
post-procedure — thanks to same-day surgeries that
happened for a limited number of patients through
outreach to Brunswick Medical Center.
• Regarding women’s and children’s care, Brunswick
parents experiencing premature labor or other high-risk
delivery scenarios could be transported to Novant Health
New Hanover Regional Medical Center for expert care.
Novant Health Betty H. Cameron Women's & Children's
Hospital includes the state’s only all-private room neonatal
intensive care unit that cares for babies born prematurely
or critically ill and the only pediatric intensive care unit and
pediatric surgery program in the Coastal region.

Our Awards and Certifications.
Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center is recognized
as a leader providing exceptional healthcare.
Advanced medical treatments and world-class care are a powerful combination. It’s what New Hanover Regional Medical
Center is known for. The following national certifications and awards recognize New Hanover Regional Medical Center's
exceptional efforts to provide safe, high-quality care to our patients.
• Received 2021 Hospital Safety Grade of "A" from the Leapfrog Group, a national nonprofit that evaluates the safety,
quality and patient experience. Thirteen other Novant Health hospitals also earned an "A" for safety.

“We’re having that dialogue and

• Comprehensive Stroke Center certification from DNV GL - Healthcare.

thinking as a Coastal region to meet

• Recognized for excellence in preventing heart attacks and strokes by Million Hearts.

patient demand and make the most

• Get With The Guidelines — Stroke Gold Plus Quality Achievement Award from the American Stroke Association/
American Heart Association.

of all our resources.”
— Shelbourn Stevens, senior vice
president of Novant Health and president
of Novant Health New Hanover Regional
Medical Center and the Coastal region

• Mission: Lifeline NSTEMI Gold Quality Achievement Award and the Mission: Lifeline Gold Plus STEMI Receiving Quality
Achievement Award from American Heart Association.
• Mission: Lifeline EMS Gold Plus Award for EMS and AirLink/VitaLink from the American Heart Association.
• Get With The Guidelines — Heart Failure Silver Plus Quality Achievement Award from the American Heart Association.
• LGBTQ Health Care Equality Top Performer designation from the Human Rights Campaign Foundation (2020).
• N.C. Maternity Center Breastfeeding-Friendly designation from the N.C. Division of Public Health.
• Blue Distinction Center+ designations for Bariatric Surgery, Knee and Hip Replacement, and Spine Surgery from Blue
Cross Blue Shield.

• Coastal region teams, including our orthopedic provider
partners, are working together to debut a robotics
program for orthopedic surgery in the near future to
meet the needs of the region.

• Distinguished three-star rating for the NHRMC Heart Center from the Society of Thoracic Surgeons for its patient care
and outcomes in isolated coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) procedures.

Through our partnership, we’re strengthening our teams,
our communities and our ability to deliver remarkable care
for decades to come. Together, we can help ensure that
residents of southeastern North Carolina receive the best
care possible in a cost-effective and innovative manner.

New Hanover Regional Medical Center is nationally accredited by DNV GL - Healthcare. DNV accreditation
recognizes NHRMC's continuous commitment and dedication to providing excellent patient care. In addition, we have
earned some of the nation’s top honors in quality care, including accreditations for AirLink/VitaLink, EMS, Cardiac Cath
Lab, Cardiac and Pulmonary Rehabilitation, Echo Lab, Epilepsy Monitoring Unit, Nuclear Medicine, Radiation Oncology,
Rehabilitation Hospital and Zimmer Cancer Center.

Accreditation
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Bringing More Facilities and Specialists 			
Over the Next Decade.
Investing millions will provide more talent, buildings and financial security.

Ensuring
Financial
Security

When you hear about Novant Health New Hanover Regional
Medical Center, you might think that “New Hanover” is the most
important part of the hospital’s name. Actually, it’s “Regional.”
Novant Health’s Coastal region, while headquartered in New
Hanover County, extends far beyond it — and covers many
areas that are remote, rural and underserved. The residents of
these areas often lack high-quality medical care in their own
town and have to make a 60-mile round trip to Wilmington to
see a doctor.
Novant Health — and the more than $3.1 billion it committed
to the region when it purchased New Hanover Regional
Medical Center — is going to change that by bringing care
closer to home.
Novant Health committed to fund all of the capital needs in
New Hanover Regional Medical Center's strategic master
plan, which adds up to more than $3.1 billion (roughly $600
million in routine capital expenditures over 10 years and $2.5
billion in capital projects).
That’s already started with the Michael Jordan clinics in New
Hanover County, the first of which is scheduled to open in
early 2023. The clinics bring comprehensive primary care,
including mental health and social support services, to
underserved rural communities.
“The funding promise enabled New Hanover Regional Medical
Center to begin thinking about the southeastern North
Carolina region as a whole and how the various locations can
work together,” said Shelbourn Stevens, senior vice president
of Novant Health and president of Novant Health New
Hanover Regional Medical Center and the Coastal region.
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“Broadening the focus to the entire region actually helps
keep care more local,” Stevens said. That might sound
counterintuitive, but it’s a byproduct of the big-picture
thinking. He gave the example of New Hanover Regional
Medical Center's main hospital on South 17th Street in
Wilmington, which he said has been “full” for years because
many community hospitals don’t have the specialists their
local patients need.
With Novant Health’s funding commitment, Stevens and
his team can now ask: “What specialists can we recruit for
Brunswick Medical Center, for example, so patients can stay
in Brunswick County?”
The next capital project that will be completed is a 66-bed
community hospital with an orthopedic focus in Scotts Hill, a
community between the New Hanover County and Pender
County line. That area has seen significant growth and has
outgrown the freestanding emergency department in that
location. It will also allow for the expansion of our orthopedic
offerings beyond the New Hanover Regional Medical Center
Orthopedic Hospital in New Hanover County, “a very old and
very outdated” location, Stevens said.
The Scotts Hill hospital will share a location with the New
Hanover Regional Medical Center Emergency Department North, an existing freestanding emergency department and
surgical center. Construction is expected to begin this year,
and the hospital is expected to open in 2024.
Stevens said the team is closely studying many other capital
projects in order to best determine how to expand access to
care for the most residents possible.

By the Numbers

A total of

$3.1 billion

committed to the region
when Novant Health
purchased New Hanover
Regional Medical Center.

$600 million
in routine capital
expenditures over 10 years.

And

$2.5 billion

in capital projects.

Early

2023:

The first of two Michael
Jordan clinics scheduled to
open in New Hanover County.

66-bed
Rendering of Scotts Hill facility
Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center
Emergency Department - North

community hospital in
Scotts Hill expected to
open in 2024.
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Improving Patients’ Healthcare Experiences.
Together, we are elevating care and extending it to all.

Our
Workstream
Highlights

During the partnership’s first year, we worked to integrate
every team, every department and every function. Here’s
a quick look at what our workstreams have accomplished
and how we are improving the healthcare experience in all
of our communities, from the Coastal region to WinstonSalem to Charlotte.

Safety and Quality
• Implemented Vizient Clinical Database and Leading
Indicator Dashboard at Novant Health New Hanover
Regional Medical Center.
• Approved patient experience vendor strategy for 2022.

operational efficiency of our risk management functions
across the system.
• The compliance team successfully completed the
integration of Protenus Privacy solution with New
Hanover Regional Medical Center to ensure a singleservice provider for our data security and privacy needs.
• The compliance team finalized compliance work plans
and a code of ethics for integrating the system with
New Hanover Regional Medical Center and to align
compliance objectives across Novant Health.

Institutes

• Integrated our organizational structure to align the
safety and quality teams.

• Hired a pediatric cardiologist, who started in September,
through our partnership with UNC Health.

• Integrated reporting and process for safety events.

• Implemented Viz.ai at all New Hanover sites, providing
faster stroke diagnosis and treatment.

• Sustained all regulatory accreditations without
interruption, including DNV Healthcare, an accreditation
organization for hospitals and healthcare facilities.

Legal, Risk and Compliance

• Expanded urology at our New Hanover Regional Medical
Center Brunswick Forest location, providing easier
access to needed services.

• The Novant Health legal team successfully orchestrated
and executed the acquisition and closing of Novant Health
New Hanover Regional Medical Center on Feb. 1, 2021.

• Expanded gynecological oncology services to southern
Brunswick County.

• As required within the Asset Purchase Agreement, the
legal team has completed the restructuring of the Novant
Health Coastal Region LLC, integrating Novant Health
Brunswick Medical Center into the Coastal Region LLC.

surgical robots at our flagship 17th Street campus, as

• Risk management successfully integrated its core
modules of our electronic risk management system
with New Hanover Regional Medical Center to ensure
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• Expanded the robotics program to upgrade and add
well as our hospital outpatient department at Scotts
Hill Campus.

Information Systems, Analytics and Technology
• Converted physician billing to the Novant Health platform.
• Leveraged Novant Health’s master data management

capabilities to reduce claims denials by standardizing
provider information required in claims submissions.
• Provided access to Novant Health’s Microsoft Teams
collaboration tools for calendar, visibility to global email
addresses, chat and file sharing.

Medical Education
• Launched Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical
Center/UNC governance infrastructure, including the
launch of clinical, academic and research councils with
more than 60 people working to advance our work at
the coast.
• Approved first-year budgets and began to launch key
initiatives to improve access, equity and value for the
residents of southeast North Carolina.
• Hired and onboarded our first pediatric subspecialty
joint hire: A pediatric cardiologist who began seeing
patients in September.
• Actively recruiting additional research team members to
expand clinical trial offerings and health equity research.
• Prepared to expand our campus for the next group of
third-year medical students who will start in March 2022.

Finance and Revenue Cycle
• Adopted Novant Health’s financial assistance policies,
making care accessible to more patients.
• Changed system tax identification number and
implemented banking account structure.
• Completed payor enrollment for all payors for
Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical
Center, with minimal interruption of revenue flow or
impact to patients.
• Price transparency tools implemented in first quarter
2021, for both Novant Health and Novant Health New
Hanover Regional Medical Center.

• Staffed and established a fully functioning
revenue cycle team dedicated to New
Hanover physician group. Also onboarded
and enrolled all Novant Health Medical Group
Coastal Region providers with contracted
payers, with no interruption in revenue or
impact to patients.

Provider Services
• Successfully created a new legal entity,
Novant Health Medical Group Coastal Region,
to employ and support new employment of
physicians as they transitioned.
• Supported the new Novant Health Medical
Group Coastal Region in creating a new
board and governance structure for physicians in the
Coastal region.
• Successfully transitioned 244 physicians and
advanced practice providers to the Novant Health
Medical Group Coastal Region on June 1, 2021,
ensuring continuity of care for our patients and
operations for our team members.
• Recruited and onboarded 29 physicians and 25 advanced
practice providers for the Novant Health Medical Group
Coastal Region in year one. Additionally, we have added
other pediatric subspecialists in neurology, endocrinology,
gastroenterology and pulmonology.
• Brought new technology to the coast, including four
new Intuitive Xi robots with two training consoles, new
workflows in online patient scheduling and e-consults.

People and Culture
• Welcomed 7,177 new team members to Novant
Health on Feb. 1, 2021, with letters of employment and
orientation, highlighting the remarkable history of New
Hanover and Novant Health along with our bright future.
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• Fully integrated health and welfare benefits by Jan. 1,
2022. Team members selected their preferred 2022
benefits in November using separate systems to enroll
in preparation for systems to align in the future.
• Established ourselves as industry leaders by mandating
COVID-19 vaccines for all team members, with
September and October deadlines. The people and
culture team directly contacted hundreds of team
members, offering to help upload vaccination cards
and check vaccination status. Across all Novant Health
facilities, we had higher than 99% compliance, ensuring
the safety of our patients, visitors and team members.
• Developed process for team members to transfer
between systems, creating more career opportunities
for all our team members.
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Clinical Services
Nursing
• Integrated RN residency program. Improved and
expanded existing residency program to mirror the
system’s American Nurses Credentialing Center
nationally certified program.
• Implemented Daisy and Sunshine awards to
recognize top performers.

2022. The respiratory testing strategy includes action
plans related to COVID-19 and flu testing.
Pharmacy
• Added Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical
Center specialty pharmacies to the Novant HealthBlue Cross Blue Shield NC specialty pharmacy
contract, allowing patient to remain under care of
system specialty pharmacy, effective October 2021.

• New Hanover clinicians joined system best practice
exchange teams.

• Worked to integrate specialty pharmacy at Novant

• Integrated into weekly clinical support executive
steering team, incorporating New Hanover data into
system dashboards.

• Worked to finalize details for system implementation

Health New Hanover Regional Medical Center.

• Conducted listening tour for diversity, inclusion and
equity for nurses, CNAs and male nurses cohorts.

program would provide 1:1 pharmacy education on

• Established a shared governance structure for patient
education to vet requests for custom documents and
shared resources.

on many of the medicines used to manage these

• Worked with the Novant Health sourcing team to
negotiate a new system-level American Red Cross
contract that promotes a strong relationship with our
primary blood supplier while minimizing inflationary
pressure on blood product prices. The agreement
helps Novant Health maintain access to a safe and
reliable source for blood products, especially during
times of shortages.
• Coordinated efforts and plans to develop a robust
respiratory testing strategy for the rest of 2021 and

• Shared equipment during the COVID surge — 10
ventilators and three heated high flow oxygen units for
a cost avoidance of $45,000 in rental fees.
• Aligned labor management tactics to include best
practices and incentives.
• Completed evaluation for standardizing consumables.

Lifestyle Plan for all eligible team members with
diabetes and high blood pressure. The proposed

• Formed an integrated lab team that has worked on
building a fully integrated and standardized pointof-care testing support model that will promote
enhanced quality, safety and reliability while
streamlining processes and support.

Respiratory

of New Hanover Regional Medical Center Healthy

• Launched nursing forums.

Laboratory

• Collaborated on Certificate of Need and ambulatory
footprint strategy.

medications within this group and provide $0 copay
disease states.
Rehabilitation Services
• Approved adding Novant Health New Hanover
Regional Medical Center to existing MedBridge
contract. This will be a huge enhancement in
team member and patient education beginning
January 2022.
Radiology
• Identified several cost-saving opportunities and
some already in motion (radiopharmaceuticals with
Cardinal, standardization of contrast materials, 3D
lab being studied).
• Included New Hanover Regional Medical Center
into Novant Health best practice committee
to identify and implement safety and quality
improvements across service areas, such as
critical results communication.
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Health Equity and Community Engagement
• Adopted Novant Health’s mission, vision and values
and the definitions of diversity, inclusion, equity and
health equity.
• Launched a diversity, inclusion and equity listening tour
to better understand the culture at New Hanover Regional
Medical Center and in the Coastal region and engaged
over 1,070 team members and community members in
more than 107 sessions. The information will be used
to develop a strategic plan for embedding diversity,
inclusion and equity throughout our organization.

• Partnered with the Cape Fear Collective to develop
a southeastern North Carolina metric-based health
equity dashboard. Created an internal framework
to track and monitor four health equity priorities:
COVID-19 vaccines, diabetes/A1C, mammography,
and colon cancer screening.

• Provided needed personal protective equipment
supplies across the broader organization as
demand increased.

• Remained active in the New Hanover community to
provide mission and outreach work, which included
supporting the NSEA Swimclusion 5K Sprint,
providing a donation to Northside Food Co-Op to
launch Frankie’s Market, raising the wall of another
Habitat for Humanity House for a New Hanover
Regional Medical Center team member, and helping
restore Creekwood Community Center with Wi-Fi,
laptops and other renovations.

• Integrated management of New Hanover Regional

• Integrated business resources groups across the
enterprise to continue to support each other, our
business, diversity and inclusion strategies, and
constituency needs.
• Expanded Novant Health’s community health worker
strategy to New Hanover Regional Medical Center to
increase patient support in our communities.

Supply Chain
• Successfully transitioned GPO and medical group
contracts.
• Extended Novant Health supplier diversity
program to New Hanover Regional Medical Center,
providing opportunities for historically underutilized
businesses to do business in the Coastal region.
• Hired Guy Brown (office supplies), Prestige
Ameritech (N95 masks) and Minority Business
Enterprise architect to design the first Michael
Jordan Family Health Clinic in Wilmington.
• Defined and implemented best practices for
conversions and new product introductions.

Real Estate, Design, Construction, Facilities
Management and Non-Clinical Support Services
Medical Center real estate to Novant Health corporate
team, including standardizing lease/purchase documents
and transferring all lease and property documents.
• Standardized entitywide software and implemented
work order requests, preventive maintenance requests
and asset inventory management for clinical/plant
engineering.
• Integrated all construction, standard documentation,
master agreements/task orders and finance team's
capital processes/projects.
• Integrated with Brunswick Medical Center facilities,
including sharing staff and vendors.

Payor Strategy
• Developed a unified approach that will present a
single face to the payor/purchaser community,
strengthening the viability of innovations like directto-employer contracting and Hospital at Home across
the areas we serve. The success of the New Hanover
Health Advantage MA plan will be an important
catalyst for expanded Medicare Advantage focus in
2022 and beyond.
• Shared data and best practices for managing the health
of the populations served. Care management support for
the combined team member medical plan is underway.
• Worked to align accountable care organizations (ACOs).
While both ACOs remain under separate contracts, both
will be in Medicare Shared Savings Program track E for
2022 and continue to align by tying distributions to the

same quality metrics. Further, by the end of Q1 of 2022,
we anticipate sharing several of the standard ACO
operational functions to reduce overhead expenses.

Marketing and Communications
• Announced and celebrated New Hanover Regional
Medical Center joining Novant Health system with day
one activities and gifts, and received extensive media
coverage; launched Remarkable Together Jeopardy
challenge and other internal communications, along
with Remarkable New Day marketing campaign.
• Received board approval of branding recommendation
for Novant Health New Hanover Regional Medical
Center buildings, facilities and services, to roll out Feb.
1 through April 2022.
• Launched Community Voice program, engaging
community in sharing their opinions on how Novant
Health can best meet their needs and deliver on their
preferences.
• Supported physician group joining Novant Health
system through day one activities and gifts, as well as
ongoing communications for providers and patients,
including weekly “NHRMC Physician Group News.”
• Shared big wins in news media and on social media,
receiving blanket coverage for our day one integration
and the Michael Jordan family clinic announcement.
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Governance
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By the Numbers

35,548
team members

15
medical centers

“It is the Coastal Regional Board of Managers’
responsibility to make sure our residents and
communities receive the healthcare they need

765
locations

and deserve.
Novant Health is helping us do exactly that.
Our first year has truly been remarkable, and I
look forward to the many accomplishments the
second year will bring. ”
— Dana Cook, chair, Novant Health
Coastal Regional Board of Managers

3,225
beds (licensed)

607
clinics

Governance
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A Year of Change Prepares Us to Grow in 2022.
Ensuring the health and well-being of our community starts with our local hospital. New Hanover Regional Medical Center proudly served Wilmington and surrounding
communities during its 53 years as a county-owned, independent hospital.
But as more people moved their permanent home to our coastal area, we began to envision a stronger, healthier future — for our communities and for our healthcare
system. We were so excited when our search for a partner led us into that bold era of growth and pointed us to Novant Health — a system whose culture, focus on
access and commitment to health equity mirrors our own. We on the Novant Health Coastal Regional Board of Managers are proud to be part of this partnership, which
has culminated in New Hanover Regional Medical Center becoming Novant Health’s second biggest hospital serving seven area counties: New Hanover, Brunswick,
Columbus, Bladen, Pender, Duplin and Onslow.
The first year of the merger has been a cosmic shift that has brought exciting new change and laid a solid foundation for coming years. The board has overseen the
creation of committee and council assignments, including the New Hanover County endowment board, which will oversee the distribution of the $1.29 billion endowment.
Integration takes time, especially when we are being strategic in our purpose. It’s also important to acknowledge that change can be difficult under the best of
circumstances, and we asked our team members to do this during a pandemic, making it even more challenging. We’re deeply humbled by the commitment and
exceptional care our team has shown to patients even as the organization launched our transition.
I also realize this partnership could not have come at a better time. It expedited an increase in the living wage for our employees and provided raises and bonuses in the
first year. We announced the coming of Michael Jordan Family Medicine clinics aimed at providing much-needed care to underserved neighborhoods and we’re in the
planning stages of the new Scotts Hill hospital, which serves a number of areas, including rural communities. In all that we did, we began with a simple but crucial step:
listening. Leaders completed a listening tour of New Hanover Regional Medical Center team members to understand their thoughts and ideas about expanding health
equity — and that valuable feedback will help us plan important work in 2022.
The merger also gave New Hanover Regional Medical Center access to Novant Health’s financial resources during the COVID-19 delta surge, when we had to temporarily
halt surgical services. Those added resources allowed us to continue our mission of bringing help, healing and hope to our coastal residents.
It takes many people working together to make a merger like this a reality. I thank everyone who worked tirelessly during beginning conversations between Novant
Health and New Hanover Regional Medical Center, as well as throughout our first year to get New Hanover Regional Medical Center fully integrated into the Novant
Health system. Our employees, our patients and our community are the true beneficiaries of their hard work.
It is the Coastal Regional Board of Managers’ responsibility to make sure our residents and communities receive the healthcare they need and deserve. Novant Health is
helping us do exactly that. Our first year has truly been remarkable, and I look forward to the many accomplishments the second year will bring.
Now that New Hanover Regional Medical Center has joined the Novant Health family, we are stronger together.
Respectfully,
Dana Cook
Chair, Novant Health Coastal Regional Board of Managers
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